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DATE NAME EMAIL ELEMENTARY MIDDLE HIGH OPTION COMMENT

02/04/2020 Elena Chow ElCH1978@hotmail.com Springville K-8

Hello, I am from Springville community and I strongly against Map C. It sends our kids on Bus for more than 45 minutes one way on 
average. This will be the longest bus route for a community which has more close options. I also looked at the FAQ about 
transportation. It clearly said that 'The goal is to be as efficient as possible and minimize the time a student is being transported.' 
(Dec 19, question #9. https://www.beaverton.k12.or.us/departments/long-range-planning/boundary-adjustments/middle-boundary-
adjustments/middle-school-boundary-faqs)I don't see how this arrangement will fit minimize the time. Please reconsider sending 
North Bethany community across Hwy 26. Sending to Stoller will be a more good choice to minimize the time a student is being 
transported. Thanks,

02/04/2020 Sagarika Sagarikabnandi@ygmail.com Scholls Heights Elem Conestoga MS Mountainside ISB Scholls needs to go to conestoga

02/04/2020 Vinod Kulkarni vkpkulkarni@gmail.com Stoller MS

WANT TO SAVE ANOTHER $50K with MAP C ?MAKE THESE MINOR ADJUSTMENTS:TIMBERLAND + STOLLER:1a) Send Stoller 
SUMMA (233) --> Timberland 1b) This increases Timberland enrollments to 819 + 233 = 1052 at 95% PC 1c) Stoller enrollments 
decrease to 1081 - 233 = 8481d) The increase in transportation cost for Summa will probably be approx $10K for the JW Summa 
children.FIVE OAKS + STOLLER:2a) Send All Rock Creek --> Five Oaks 2b) Five oaks enrollments increase to 944 + 150 = 10942c) 
Stoller enrollments decrease by 848 - 150 = 698 2d) Send Springville (293) students from Five Oaks --> Stoller 2e) Stoller 
enrollments increase to 698 + 293 = 991 at 92% PC2f) Five Oaks enrollments decrease to 1094 - 293 = 801 at 77% PC2g) 
Transportation costs of moving Springville to Stoller will decrease by 40K2f) The shuttling of RC areas from Stoller to Five Oaks 
should have no changes to transportation costs.Rachel Carson + Five Oaks + Whitford3a) Keep Rachel Carson at Five Oaks which 
increases enrollments to 801 + 180 = 981 at 94% PC3b) Whitford enrollments decrease to 824 - 180 = 644 at 76% PC3c) Projected 
Transportation costs for keeping Rachel Carson will decrease by $20K3d) Besides BSD will save on rehabilitating Rachel Carson at 
Whitford.To Summarize:a) BSD will save in a range of 30K - 50K on top of MAP C (300K savings)b) Springville children will not have 
to commute a punishing 1.5 hours 2-way to Five Oaks.c) Timberland at 95%, Stoller at 92%, Five Oaks at 94% and Whitford at 76% 
are much better balanced nowe) Whitford also has excess permanent capacity to absorb from Highland Park to bring it down below 
100% PC.Committee members please review these updates to MAP C to make it more viable map and to keep SPV at Stoller. Thank 
you !

02/04/2020 Shawli shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Case Study:In 2019, the Beaverton School District was undertaking a boundary adjustment project with the objective to lower the 
number of students that are enrolled at Elmonica Elementary School.  In this case the district decided to transfer a walkable area 
of Elmonica to Beaver Acres. The proposed solution reduced walkability and increased transportation cost. District Transportation 
staff provided an estimate of the increased cost of transporting students. The majority of the increase in cost was due to providing 
bus transportation to an area of Elmonica that was currently in a Non-Transportation Zone(walkable). The Advisory Committee 
confirmed that in the context of the District's $19 million transportation budget, the increase($20,250) for the proposed boundary 
adjustment would be relatively minor. When possible, the District prefers that students are able to walk to school, but in this case, 
that desire is subordinate to the need to ameliorate overcrowding at Elmonica.We are facing a similar problem with Stoller 
overcrowding. We have a new $61 million school that is underfilled. To solve both the problems the entire Findley and Summa 
should be transferred from Stoller to Timberland. Why is that the current committee is hung up on the walkability of Findley and is 
supporting Map C ? 1)Map C doesn't relieve Stoller overcrowding. It does not even adjust the attendance boundary for Stoller MS to 
provide a projected student population of approximately 90% of the permanent capacity of Stoller MS at 2021.2)Map C is 
SPLITTING Springville School in 3 ways -> Springville North to Five Oaks, Springville South to Stoller, Springville Summa kids to 
Cedar Park.3)Map C is forcing us to break our community ties. We are the extreme Northern part of Bethany, yet we are forced to a 
South school.4)Feeding the extreme northern edge of Springville school to Five Oaks,  increases commute distance, time and 
transportation cost. Reference from BSD: Neighborhood proximity and accessibility The primary concern for this factor is the area 
of Elmonica (Area B) that will be transferred to Beaver Acres. This area is within walking distance of Elmonica and was recently 
designated a NonTransportation Zone. The proposed change will necessitate resuming bus transportation for students in order for 
them to attend Beaver Acres. When possible, the District prefers that students are able to walk to school, but in this case, that 
desire is subordinate to the need to ameliorate overcrowding at Elmonica.

02/04/2020 Joanne Smith Jismith7575@gmail.com Sunset

This committee has done a fair job keeping communities together.  Raleigh Hills and Raleigh Park.  TerraLinda with cedar 
mill/Bonny Slope.   Why is it hard to keep Findley and Jacob Wismer together?  Please keep us together.  The numbers support a 
Stoller boundary of Sato/JW/Findley.   Please understand the hidden biases, remove them and keep us together.   Thanks!!

02/04/2020 Tannaz Derthick Tamouzegar@yahoo.com Scholls Heights Elem

We hope you consider to keep Scholls heights as a feeder school into conestoga and keep the boundaries as they have been. The 
children are expecting to all go to the same school as they have grown up together. All they talk about is conestoga middle school . 
Please do't make any changes and let's keep the kiddos together. Thank you
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02/04/2020 Natalee Maxfield natalee.maxfield@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Westview

Hi. I appreciate the work and time you are all putting into this.I have great concerns with Map C and ask that you do not consider 
this map. I have several reasons for this.One of the major reasons is it will decrease the economic diversity of the school with Oak 
Hills as the only Elementary School to feed into Meadow Park North of 26. This would decrease parent volunteers and increase 
discipline problems.Another big concern with this map is the Oak Hills Kids attending Meadow Park would be the only ones going to 
Sunset. This would make it very challenging and isolating for these kids.And my final concern is geographically there is no 
neighboring community that would attend any of the schools these kids would attend. So once again isolating them from 
neighboring communities. For these reasons -PLEASE DO NOT CONSIDER MAP C. With Oak Hills ES already split between Sunset 
and Westview it be something to consider to have the Oak Hills ES WEST SIDE families feed into schools with Bethany Elementary 
families.

02/04/2020 Bhavi Bhavithra_s@yahoo.ca Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Hello BSD boundary committee, This regarding map C in the middle school boundary meeting which makes Springville kids 
commute 45 mins to 1 hour to go to Five oaks middle school.  This will result in detrimental effects in all the kids that are going to 
commute this long for a middle school. Another concern why are you isolating just the Springville students to make the longest 
commute for a school among other bsd students. This map is a totally biased one where some group of people purposefully 
eliminating Springville students from their neighborhood middle school and willingly force them to go through hardships of longest 
commute. They will not be able to perform well if they have to go through this longest commute to Five oaks. Please consider an 
unbiased decision where all the students will benefit from shorter commute time to attend to their own neighborhood schools. 
Thank you.

02/04/2020 Michelle Hebden mch9206@gmail.com Ridgewood Elem

Of the three maps presented on Jan. 30 at the meeting I was told that a lot of people were interested in map C. While that may 
solve the issues faced by the schools north of 26, it leaves a less than optimal enrollment at Cedar Park (I am a Ridgewood parent 
and our children will go to CP). Enrollment below 800 students results in cuts to programs and offerings. Whitford's principal said 
that accommodating Rachel Carson would pose a hardship for Whitford, yet Cedar Park's principal noted that Cedar Park could 
accommodate the Rachel Carson program. If the committee and district is gravitating towards map C, I strongly encourage an 
analysis of moving Rachel Carson to Cedar Park. Otherwise, Cedar Park will lose two of the schools that contribute a large number 
of parents volunteers as well as standing to lose considerable enrollment and specials that go with it. The committee should seek 
to balance enrollment and opportunities at middle schools both north and south of Hwy 26. If that is not up for consideration, the 
committee should use map A as a starting point.

02/04/2020 Harpreet jassal.harpreet@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8 Changing the school boundaries is going to be huge impact on students, parents and area, both emotional and economical.

02/04/2020 Jennifer Stuhmer Jenstuhmer@yahoo.com Scholls Heights Elem
Please keep Scholls Heights as a direct feeder to middle school. Would hate to split up the school and not have all kids attend the 
same middle school.

02/04/2020 Shailesh Joshi jshailesh@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

North Bethany as its name suggests, its way up North. If we can have Stoller at 90% capacity then all the north Bethany growth is 
accounted for.  There is a brand new school just south of Findley that needs to fill up as per BSD's one of the main goals. Feed that 
school with logical feeders like Bonny Slope, Terra Linda, Cedar Mill and Findley.

02/04/2020 Shailesh Joshi jshailesh@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
It is super illogical to make North Bethany area as an island in Map C and make it skip over some south communities that still goes 
to Stoller all the way to Five Oaks in South.

02/04/2020 Shailesh Joshi jshailesh@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

REGARDING MAP C: Springville is in the northernmost neighborhood in BSD. It has only one neighborhood middle school option,  
Stoller. Other Bethany schools like Jacob Wismer, Findley, Oak Hills, Bethany Elem have multiple middle school options at 
reasonable distances, including Timberland.Map C isolates an Island of Springville and sends it all alone on the longest commute in 
BSD with no other neighboring communities, while neighborhoods much closer to Five Oaks aren't going there on that map. I view 
this as a violation of the proximity JC.It feels like Springville's children, without representation in the committee, are being 
ostracized and discarded as if they are unwanted rubbish. This is being done while maintaining the Summa option program in 
Stoller. I was aghast to see the committee just accept Map C without even questioning the basic unfairness there. BSD built 
Timberland at the wrong place relative to growth. Do not punish the Springville kids for that to satisfy a few.

02/04/2020 Shannon McKenzie shannon.mckenzie02@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem

Our neighborhood Elementary School is Cooper Mountain Elementary. As the current boundaries stand, we are slated to go to 
Highland Park. This is the school I would prefer for a few reasons. The first is that a large percentage of that school feeds into 
Mountainside, which is our high school. We also work, shop, and socialize to the west of where we are. This means that my 
children have been friends with kids now attending Sexton Mountain and Nancy Ryles since they were in preschool. These children 
will also be heading to Highland Park and Mountainside. Switching us to Mountain View would separate our children from the rest 
of the kids they have known their whole lives. These kids will continue to build relationships with one another and have similar 
school experiences, while our children will be isolated. With all these things in mind, I am a fan of Map A as it keeps us together at 
Highland Park. Also, while not ideal, keeping the current middle school split at Cooper Mountain is another option. While we would 
love to stay together, keeping only the current split would leave no one surprised by a change in middle school. Thank you.
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02/04/2020 Melissa Krahmer mkrahmer@hotmail.com Terra Linda Elem Cedar Park MS Sunset

I would like to advocate for Map C for the new middle school boundary adjustments.  It is important to the Terra Linda community 
to be able to walk to Timberland MS and to not be pulled away from our Cedar Mill community only to be sent back 3 years later to 
Sunset HS.  These split feeder patterns pull communities apart, and the neighborhoods of Terra Linda, Bonnie Slope, and Cedar Mill 
have always been very tight knit.  The addition of Terra Linda to Timberland is also important to achieve BSD's goal of 
socioeconomic diversity and not group all of the highest socioeconomic neighborhoods together to the detriment of the lower 
socioeconomic neighborhood next door.  Map C also provides the best balance of capacity across middle schools looking toward the 
future.  Please move forward with Map C and keep Terra Linda in their new neighborhood middle school.

02/04/2020 Tracy Fulton pepgrad98@yahoo.com Scholls Heights Elem Mountainside Please keep Scholls Heights together as a direct feeder to Conestoga.

02/04/2020 David davidjbenson7@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS NO TO MAP C - DON'T MAKE SPRINGVILLE AN ISLAND NO TO LONG COMMUTES!!!

02/04/2020 Katie Phillips Hessosu@gmail.com Ridgewood Elem Cedar Park MS Beaverton

Of the three maps presented on Jan. 30, the crowd gathered at the meeting gravitated towards map C. Even though that may help 
the schools N of 26, it will leave suboptimal enrollment at Cedar Park. We heard at that meeting that enrollment below 800 
students results in cuts to programs. Additionally,  Whitford's principal felt that absorbing Rachel Carson would pose a hardship for 
Whitford. Cedar Park's, on the other hand, principal noted that Cedar Park could accommodate the Rachel Carson program. If the 
committee and District gravitate towards map C, I strongly encourage an analysis of still moving Rachel Carson to Cedar Park. The 
committee should seek to balance enrollment and opportunities at Middle Schools both N and S of Hwy 26. If that is not up for 
consideration, the committee should use map A as a starting point.

02/04/2020 David davidjbenson7@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS MAP C IS AN ABOMINATION!!!!DON'T MAKE SPRINGVILLE AN ISLAND

02/04/2020 David davidjbenson7@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS NO TO MAP C!  DO NOT SPLIT COMMUNITIES!

02/04/2020 David davidjbenson7@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS NO TO MAP C!YES TO SPRINGVILLE TO STOLLER AND FINLEY TO TIMBERLAND!

02/04/2020 Maya B maya_b@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

RELOCATE SUMMA PROGRAM - In 2014 during the Springville/Stoller overcrowding solutions meetings it was decided that when 
Timberland became available to be a middle school, the Summa program would be moved there. Moving Summa to Timberland 
offers solutions to multiple open issues: 1. frees up space in Stoller so Springville can continue to remain at Stoller. , 2. Prioritizes 
regular students over options programs  3. impacts the lowest number of students 4. ensures complete capacity utilization at 
TimberlandMap C that is being currently considered by the committee seems illogical and the only thing it has succeeded in doing 
is pitting neighbors against neighbors. Springville is justified in feeling they are getting a raw deal because it increases commute 
times for the kids at least 3 fold. All other schools are demanding Walkability, and that their students not be split up, but 
Springville gets neither of those, and instead is penalized to accommodate others demands. BSD do the right thing.

02/04/2020 Sushil Dhoot sushil.dhoot@gmail.com Springville K-8

Map C does not meet Timberland MS utilization objective and creates unnecessary burden for 500 Springville kids. My kids will be 
severly impacted by ~2 hours (both ways) of commute time from Springville to Five Oaks. There is BETTER solution that also 
improves Timberland utilization AND meets BSD transportation cost reduction objective. Please strongly consider moving Summa 
option program to Timberland (BSD themselves have agreed to do that in past), reducing UNNECESSARY SPLITS by moving all of 
Findley to Timberland, all of Rock Creek to Five Oaks and all of Springville to Stoller (which for Springville community is half 
distance compared to Five Oaks). These are truely COMMON SENSE ideas at least from my point of view.It all comes down to this: 
do we want 500 school kids to unnecessarily suffer by extra long and tiring commutes (which all school counselers are completely 
against) when common sense ideas can be implemented to prevent that situation? Walkability is nice to have but we should all 
realize that new school was not built with any sort of criteria. No single community should be penalized at the expense of 
walkability &#34;privelege&#34; for other communities. Common sense approach should be used for EQUITABLE solution for 
ENTIRE BSD school district. What makes it worse for Springville is the lack of direct neighborhood representation in advisory 
committee. We are strongly counting of all members to do right thing.Thank you!

02/04/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAP C DOES NOT FILL TIMBERLAND:  If Map C goes ahead as proposed, our BRAND NEW middle school, which cost 61 million 
dollars, is going to be at only 74% capacity.  In an area without a lot of growth.  Five years from now, it will STILL be at only 75% 
capacity.  What a waste of taxpayer money!

02/04/2020 Keiko Nakashima okadakeiko0421@hotmail.co.jp Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville kids is moved to 90 minutes bus  everyday...this is so sorry ,unfair and unnatural.

02/04/2020 Ravi Konda konda.ravi@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview ISB

Dear Committee member and Mr Sparks,Referring to the recent meeting held on 1/30, there seem to be a motion towards Map C 
and I am not agreeing to the facts and are not realistic. I have following concerns and worries, and I urge the committee members 
to choose Map A or Map B and rule out Map C.1) Keeping SUMMA at the Stoller at the cost of sending the northern part of 
Springville to Five Oaks the busiest intersection. I have a son currently in SUMMA at Stoller and it will not be easy for him to excel 
in the school if he spends quite a bit of time commuting to either Five Oaks or Cedar Park. Longer school commutes impacts kids 
negatively both psychological and academically.2) Created an Island for Springville School, as there are no student population in 
PCC campus and adjustment farm land.3) Saving few thousand dollars over not filling a 61 million dollar school.4) Isolating 
Springville from NW Bethany community can have major impact on kids and parents. This may influence any future residents 
moving to Springville area due to longer commute.
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02/04/2020 Amie Lloyd Irwin alloydirwin@gmail.com Scholls Heights Elem

To whom it may concern,I am a Scholls Heights parent, recent boundary maps show a chance of our school community being 
divided in two middle schools. For the sake of our students, for our parent community and for our neighborhood community I want 
to strongly express that we want to keep our school a direct feeder into middle school.Sincerely,Amie Lloyd Irwin

02/04/2020 ravali ravali_c8@yahoo.com
MAPC ISSUE - TIMBERLAND IS UNDER UTILIZEDWhat is the point of building a 60 million dollar school and not using its capacity, 
while creating hardships (with travel time) to Springville Kids?

02/04/2020 Gauri Trivedi gauritri@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Mr. Sparks & Committee Members,DO NOT ISOLATE SPRINGVILLE FROM ITS COMMUNITIES1) Our kids are being raised in the 
North Bethany area with other schools like Sato, Jacob Wismer & FIndley2) Our kids hang out together at the local hotspots in and 
around the North Bethany area-like the Bethany Library, Bethany Star Bucks, Bethany Cup & Cone Icecream place and the whole 
Bethany Village. They get together at these places with their friends from the above schools mentioned-after school sometimes, 
during spring break, last day of long weekends, last day of school, over the holidays etc.3) Suffice to say that the North Bethany 
area is where they socialize and develop healthy relationships after school4) Our Kids' after school extra-curricular activities are 
ALSO in this area-be it Taekwondo, Piano lessons, Soccer teams, LEGO teams, Swim lessons, Art classes and music classes.5) And 
because all our after school activities are more or less centered around this area, we rely on our friends in these communities for 
carpool and enroll them for activities together. 6) MAP C turns the Springville community into an ISLAND, cutting it off from the 
other communities and making it the ONLY school from North Bethany to be isolated. 7) PLEASE DO NOT ISOLATE OUR KIDS FROM 
THEIR COMMUNITY BY SENDING THEM 5 MILES AWAY-they will be the ONLY ONES who will be cut off from their neighboring 
school friends.8) PLEASE GIVE OUR KIDS THE SAME CHANCE TO THRIVE AS THEIR PEERS.

02/04/2020 May mrwang.npu@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

#NO TOO EXTRA LONG COMMUTEIn the latest meeting BSD Transportation discriminated against non walkable kids because the 
non walkable kids dont save them dollars . In their words they could pack 60 of them at one go into a bus like packages and take 
them to any school however long the commute is and that it is not an issue for them. Proximity is not ONLY about walkability.... 
Minimize and optimize kids time on the bus too.... its an equally worthy goalNON WALKABLE KIDS ARE WORTHY OF YOUR 
ATTENTION TOO

02/04/2020 Prabha Chethan krchandraprabh@gmail.com Springville K-8

Dear BSD,Map C is not doing Fair and equity for springville students.For interest couple of kids on walking proximity we are pushing 
100s of springville kids under bus.  This is not fair.Everyday if springville kids spends hours in commute , it will impact badly on their 
home work time, family time, play/physical activity...etc ...Kids really gets sick by commuting so much everyday in both directions. 
also there will be huge traffic , is BSD going to add additional traffic in busy streets ?Why should springville kids needs to travel 
double the distance  all the way from North Bethany crossing busy streets ? Are they not kids who deserve nearest school ? Please 
do no make in humane decision and send kids to commute un reasonable distance and spend un fair time in their commit.Please  
keep schools near to home .There are other communities which are much more near to Five oaks than sprinville. we don't 
understand why BSD wants springville which is north most in BSD should travel double the distance than nearest school .Please 
provide fairness to all students in BSD .Thanks and  Regards,Prabha

02/04/2020 Mirinda Clemson Mirinda.clemson@gmail.com Scholls Heights Elem Conestoga MS Mountainside

To whom it may concern, I am a Scholls Heights parent, recent boundary maps show a chance of our school community being 
divided in two middle schools. For the sake of our students,  for our parent community and for our neighborhood community I want 
to strongly express that we want to keep our school a direct feeder into middle school.  Thank youMirinda Clemson

02/04/2020 PZ pzhang.npu@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

NOWALKABLE IS NOT A CRIMEProximity is not ONLY about walkability.... Minimize and optimize kids time on the bus too.... its an 
equally worthy goal! NON WALKABLE KIDS ARE WORTHY OF YOUR ATTENTION TOO!! The only close MS for Springville is Stoller. 
Other elementary schools have two or three close MS. Map C only consider the walkability for other school. IS NOWALKBLE A 
CRIME FOR SPRINGVILLE KIDS??? SO BSD MAKE A EXTRA LONG COMMUTE TO PUNISH SPRINGVILLE KIDS???

02/04/2020 jianqiao/huang huangjianqiao@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Springville should not become an island, as suggested in map c.SUMMA can not take priority over regular students. Transportation 
department must stop leading the discussion. My proposal: stroller SUMMA to Timberland, both Findley walkable and Springville 
stay at stroller.

02/04/2020 Akhil Ahir akhilrajahir@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Springville is in the most northern neighborhood in Beaverton School District.  if map C is enacted Why the students from the 
neighborhood furthest north have to travel the furthest distance south. additionally, the map c contains PCC rock creek which does 
not have any students going to any schools. if you were to remove the PCC rock creek area, north Bethany would not even be 
connected to the other areas of the map c for five oaks boundary.

02/04/2020 Stephanie Smith Smiths7@gmail.com Scholls Heights Elem

To whom it may concern, I am a Scholls Heights parent, recent boundary maps show a chance of our school community being 
divided in two middle schools. For the sake of our students,  for our parent community and for our neighborhood community I want 
to strongly express that we want to keep our school a direct feeder into middle school.  Thank you,Stephanie Smith
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02/04/2020 Joshua Smith Thesmiths7@gmail.com Scholls Heights Elem

To whom it may concern, I am a Scholls Heights parent, recent boundary maps show a chance of our school community being 
divided in two middle schools. For the sake of our students,  for our parent community and for our neighborhood community I want 
to strongly express that we want to keep our school a direct feeder into middle school.  Thank you,Stephanie Smith

02/04/2020 Yanjie Wang jaywyj@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear committee members, I would like to point out the Map C approach as it currently stands, will likely trigger a 3-way divide for 
Findley kids. About half of Findley kids attends Stoller, for the remaining kids in Findley, those who qualify for Summa will likely go 
to Meadow Park as the number of Summa kids are too small for Timberland ( as it was stated to run a Summa program, it requires 
approximately 60 - 90 kids per grade, i.e 180 - 270 ), the rest of them will attend Timberland. Some parents and committee 
members have argued Summa is an optional school, and regular students should be given preference. Although I do agree with this 
principle, but Findley has a sizable population of Summa kids,  Map C effectively creates a 3-way divides for Findley kids.

02/04/2020 Stephanie stephanie12@comcast.net Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

We had a PTO meeting on 1/28 and Steve Sparks joined us. We saw one large map that he brought which I believe was the status 
quo map but correct me on that. We were under the impression that the status quo map may/will still be an option but since 
Tuesday nights meeting (1/28) and the 3 maps that became available the next day, status quo is missing. Even though the status 
quo map has been pulled out of the options, is there a copy somewhere so South Beaverton can compare status quo to Map A to 
see what changes were made? Thank you!

02/05/2020 Satoko Watt satoko.watt@gmail.com Springville K-8

If you modify map C, Please move SUMMA out from Stoller to make space for regular students. Make move to Timberland, then 
Timberland SUMMA will be reach to required number. Or move them to Meadow Park, or relocate to Five Oaks. I I know that Suma 
students are concentrated around the Stoller. However, it is optional. SUMMA definitely needs to go to other middle schools where 
have spaces. If Summa moves to Timberland, all Findley may want to go to Timberland. So BSD should create the map, too. Please 
feed the regular students of Springville, Sato and Jacob to Stoller. If you allow to add some walkable Findley to Stoller, then the 
map should be created, too. Please don't sacrifice Springville kids and make island. Transportation cost shouldn't be priority 
number one.  All regular students need to go to schools where is appropriate distance. Please don't forget about geography.

02/04/2020 Tiffany Buitron tj_baldwin@msn.com Scholls Heights Elem

To whom it may concern, I am a Scholls Heights parent, recent boundary maps show a chance for our school community to be 
divided between two middle schools.  For the sake of our students, parents and community I want to strongly express that I would 
like to keep our school together as a direct feeder into middle school and even high school for that matter.  I know a lot goes into 
these decisions and it is not something that is taken lightly.  I appreciate that the district is listening to the communities input.  I 
hope that there is a way to keep our school community together through these children's educational careers.  Thank you, TIffany 
Buitron

02/04/2020 Sridevi sridevi.gullipalli@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

BSD and Committee members, PLEASE DO THE RIGHT THINGLooking at all the comments, the message is same ....people live 
where they live, to provide BEST education and experience for their kids ... I get it .... believe it or not, Springville parents chose to 
live in North Bethany so our kids can go to North Bethany neighborhood schools as well.BSD and Committee members, why is this 
problem getting so complicated? Facts: Springville neighborhood was a happy neighborhood with K-8 school.If you come and visit 
our neighborhood before and after school, you will see lot of parents and kids ACTUALLY WALK to school, rain or shine or snow – 
BSD took away that ability for our middle schoolers. BSD build Timberland school with Taxpayers money, BSD had a plan before 
building the school, they looked at numbers and they knew which schools will feed Timberland? Did they not??....Springville was 
not part of that conversation or equation at all, right? Now that the school is built, and BSD is failing fill that school with intended 
feeders....why are you not sticking to your original plan?.........And why this disruption to Springville?  - What kind of JUSTICE is this 
and why BSD and Committee entertaining this?All conversations boiling down to  ...WalkabilitySUMMAEstablished middle school 
With given circumstances, we can't get everything we want, we MUST find a middle  ground. We, Springville parents gave up 
walkability (Springville K-8 is already out of picture) ....and others MUST willing to compromise .....what makes all non-Springville 
neighborhoods to be more PRIVILEGED than Springville neighborhood parents and kids ?  to get whatever they want. I have respect 
and trust for the committee members and BSD ..... hope they will come around do the right thing.

02/04/2020 Yuhua Tan mtshui@uw.edu Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MOVE SUMMA OUT FROM STOLLER FIRSTSumma program should be moved out from Stoller to relieve overcrowded Stoller for 
the following reason 1, Current Summa program has more than 300 students at Stoller and it accounts for almost 1/3 of Stoller's 
permanent capacity. Stoller is the only neighborhood middle school at the Northwest side of the district with a lot of projected 
growth. It will make more sense to move SUMMA to the new opening Timberland to keep SUMMA at north of HW 26 but empty 
some capacity at Stoller;2, SUMMA is an option program, and IT SHOULD NOT TAKE ANY HIGHER PRIORITY than the regular 
normal neighborhood school kids; 3, Walkability for SUMMA program is FALSE statement. Summa's eligibility is based on the 
standard Cogat test score at 5th grade. It is highly unlikely to predict who will be attending SUMMA for the kids under 5th grade 
and it is also impossible to predict where those future SUMMA kids are living now . We are adjusting the middle school boundary 
for 2021 which will affect majority of kids that are under 5th grade currently.
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02/04/2020 Wei Wei Weiwei40@hotmail.com

Dear Mrs Sparks and committee members,A few months ago, it was decided for Springville K-8 that the optional 6-8 grade 
program is removed . Now we are in this process that a proposal as in Map C is on the table to move the NORTHERNMOST of 
Springville ES to the FAR SOUTH middle school FivrOaks, While the surrounding areas in between are cherry picked to be sent to 
Stoller under the so called hood of transportation cost concern, and this proposal as in Map C created an island of northernmost of 
springville and send kids in this area to Fiveoaks hopping over other neighborhood. Please fix this issue. We support: 1 keep our kids 
school close to home ( now optional 6-8 program in springville is gone, the only nearby middle school for springville kid is Stoller) 2. 
Kids safety is highest priority, not. Money! Seeing these kids to fiveoaks through the busiest Washington county intersection is not 
safe! 3. Please treats all BSD kids equally, don't prioritize summa program over the regular school . Springville kids should not be 
sacrificed for the purpose of keeping summa in stoller!

02/04/2020 JESSICA LAIRD jess_laird@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem

Hello Committee Members, as a Rock Creek parent I have major concerns over Rock Creek being the only school north of the 26 to 
attend Five Oaks. With the amount of change for our children adjusting to the demands of middle school life, asking Rock Creek to 
go to Five Oaks without any of our sister schools seems unfair, especially when in just 3 years these kids will be back at Westview.  
We have all heard tales of the issues facing the integration of the Rachel Carson population and the Five Oaks students and this is 
a very real possibility that this same issue will be facing our Rock Creek students.  I am of course open to the option that best 
serves the entire BSD Middle School population, so please consider map 9 in making this decision.  Asking Rock Creek 
students/families to adapt to a brand new community, alone does not seem like the option in everyone's best interests.

02/04/2020 Kendall Kendallmjohnson@gmail.com Scholls Heights Elem
I see that some of the options split Scholls Heights Elementary into 2 different Middle Schools. I'd like to see our school community 
stay together as a district feeder into the same middle school.

02/04/2020 Tammy Lyon Tlyon00@hotmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem

Please keep Cooper Mountain students in the boundary for Mountainside HS.  It is extremely important for the balance of our 
community and the benefit of our students.  All that we have worked toward and paid for, whether economically, voting choices, or 
living through building challenges, will be for naught if the HS boundary changes away from Mountainside.  We, as a community, 
have supported the district in many ways.  Please remember that as you make your decision, and keep Cooper Mountain students in 
the Mountainside HS boundary. If thIs boundary changes, families will move, irrevocably changing our community, our support 
system and yours.Thank you.

02/04/2020 Emily Ries milophoenix@gmail.com Scholls Heights Elem
It doesn't matter to me which middle school my child goes to. But please keep scholls heights student body together as a whole for 
middle school and high school.

02/04/2020 Ram R rramak@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

correcting some typos in my previous message...Map A brings together Jacob Wismer, Springville and Sato into Stoller while 
moving all of SUMMA from Stoller to Timberland thereby bringing the utilization down in 2021. While this may seem interesting a 
double click highlights several problems with Map A:1. Looking at the school numbers based on Projected 6-8 grade residents by 
grid code (Jan 9 packet) for these 3 schools and subtracting the 166 SUMMA kids from Stoller (quoted in map A and assuming a 
constant) puts the total Stoller numbers based on Map A at 1049 kids at 97% perm cap in 2021, 1115 kids at 103% perm cap in 
2022, 1219 kids at 113% perm cap in 2023, 1266 kids at 117% perm cap in 2024, 1324 kids at 122% perm cap in 2025. The math 
BREAKS DOWN in 2022 itself and gets worse as the years progress. Clearly having two of the largest growing student populations 
in Springville and Sato feeding into Stoller makes zero sense.2. A vast majority of SUMMA kids (over 65%) lie within the walking 
areas of Stoller - this just causes an unnecessary increase in costs for the district to move SUMMA out to Timberland in Map A.3. 
LAstly SUMMA kids in map A have to leave friends and go to Timberland MS for SUMMA program. However there is a possibility 
that many SUMMA kids/parents may choose to drop out of SUMMA to stay with friends in the regular Stoller middle school. I have 
heard this from several parents of SUMMA kids already.  If this were to occur the crowding in Map A only gets worse.Map A does 
not solve the overcrowding problem at Stoller but only complicates things further. Map C is clearly the better option with a flatter 
population profile, keeping friends together without moving programs, having a balanced feeder program to both Sunset and 
Westview high schools and significantly reducing transportation costs for the district.

02/04/2020 Currie J Reese Creese76er@hotmail.com Bonny Slope Elem Springville K-8

Map C is a great starting point for the district to utilize proximity, reduce transportation costs, number of students requiring 
transportation, balancing the student body composition (free & reduced lunch), utilizing current and future capacity concerns, 
continuity, reducing splits and avoiding inclement weather disasters. All of these factors ultimately put more focus on the goal of a 
better education/experience for our kids and more money in the classroom.SUMMA needs to remain at Stoller. Most of these 
children live within walking distance , it is an established program and many go on to Westview, not Sunset. Pulling these students 
from their peers for 3 years and integrating back into Westview doesn't make any sense.I don't understand why the SUMMA 
program requires/proposes a 4th location? One at the north, one central and another in the south area of the district seems logical 
and more realistic to operate efficiently and somewhat equitably. In 2025, there are an anticipated 625 SUMMA students district 
wide and there are nearly 7,000 students in the general middle schools. There NEEDS to be a Westview bound SUMMA program, 
many of the participants are from the attendance boundary! If Map A continues to be a consideration, I would like to see Terra 
Linda and potentially Sunset bound Oak Hills students moved to Timberland. Terra Linda is one of the closest in proximity, is an 
established neighborhood with little to no new construction/expansion and is a very small tight knit community with strong ties to 
Cedar Mill, Bonny Slope and Oak Hills (Sunset students).
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02/04/2020 Priya Mani heypriya@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Map C offers solutions for long range planning at Stoller.1. 100% of Jacob Wismer is proximal to Stoller (According to Map C)2. 
Jacob Wismer's Westview feeding  kids have overlap with Sato.3. Jacob Wismer[?]s Sunset feeding kids have overlapping kids from 
walking Findley.4. Keeping Summa at Stoller is justified, there are enough kids to warrant the need for a SUMMA program. Plus, 
151 kids out of 233 summa children are within walking boundary, that's 65% of SUMMA that falls into proximity/accessibility 
zones.                                                                                                                                                       We would like for BSD to 
provide the $$ breakdown in transporting these 151 students. 5. Moving SUMMA out of Stoller is equivalent to breaking Jacob 
Wismer, and its a given that many schools who are currently being asked to let go of Stoller will not agree. Many comments 
mention that Options programs, such as SUMMA, should NEVER take precedence over walkable students.                                                         
However, in Map C they may have not calculated the fact that a staggering 65% of SUMMA kids (151 of 233) at Stoller come from 
surrounding proximal neighborhoods. Taking SUMMA out of Stoller,  would leave behind very few JW kids feeding into Sunset and 
taking a number of SUMMA kids to Timberland, who would eventually be sent to WHS not knowing anyone other than the SUMMA-
WHS counterparts. 6. According to the 2019 summa heat map, ALL 86 summa kids from Jacob Wismer are classified as walkers. 
That's 100% of Jacob Wismer SUMMA that walks to Stoller middle school. Parents of middle schoolers that work, don[?]t start 
their day when MS start. Instead these older kids simply walk to school. 7. Finally, SUMMA currently exists at Whitford in South 
BSD and at MP centrally at BSD. There's an absolute need for a North SUMMA, which already is well established at Stoller and 
centrally located for North BSD.

02/04/2020 Kishore Verma Kishore.Verma@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Committe is not being FAIR and rushing for a solution.Committee should represent all schools and should look for a fair solution. 
Some schools like JW can't have extra advantage over other schools.  JW can't keep walkability and SUMMA on expense of 
SPRINGVILLE kids.SPRINGVILLE already sacrificed there middle schools, our walkability.  We can't let our Kids SUFFER by taking 
longest routes. NO TO MAP C

02/04/2020 Jeff Robbins Jeffarobbins@outlook.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

Dear Committee, I want to speak on behalf of the 20-25 kids affected each year by the decisions made by the prior High School 
Boundary Committee.  These kids represent the Oak Hills neighborhood east side of Bethany Blvd.  Each year they transition to high 
school and face an unnerving task of entering high school as less then 2% of the overall student body.  Our goal is to maximize our 
children's ability to build longstanding relationships with other Sunset bound students.Anxiety and depression are significant 
mental health issues facing teenagers these days and you are exacerbating one of the most difficult transitions a teenager can 
make.  As a parent of a child directly affected by the high school boundary change, I witnessed the stress put on my son's 
shoulders.  The likelihood of losing nearly all the relationships he'd ever known and daunting task of penetrating years of existing 
relationships at the state's fifth largest high school was more than any 14-15-year-old should face.  The reality has now trickled all 
the way down to younger grade levels where children openly discuss the future loss of friends who eventually be sent to other 
schools.  At the end of the day the welfare of the children currently attending Oak Hills Elementary on the east side of Bethany is 
best served by unifying with another full elementary school going to Sunset like Terra Linda.  In this case it would be Option A or 
wherever Terra Linda is slotted.  This would give our children the opportunity to build long lasting relationships that they can count 
on as they move forward.  Either Meadow or Timberland would be fine schools for our children to attend and both would have the 
capacity to take us.  I appreciate your consideration.

02/04/2020 Anshul anshul.us@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Hello Committee Members .....We are really putting our hope in you to offer equitable solutions . NORTH SPRINGVILLE MADE AN 
ISLAND- In Map C , Our Springville Community is isolated into an island  way up in the north , having to have kids make a long 
commute to FIve Oaks and it will be one of the longest commute for any kid in BSD to their Home Middle School . SPLITS - In Map C 
, Springville School  is SPLIT INTO THREE . North Springville to FIve Oaks  and South Springville to Stoller, just some 50-70 students 
(that itself  is ridiculous , jumping over communities) .  Then North SPringville SUMMA students to Cedar PARK . COSTS : It clearly 
shows that none of the maps need new bus drivers or new routes and SPRINGVILLE TO FIVEOAKS COST MORE THAN FINDLEY TO 
TIMBERLAND . COMMUNITY : Springville is  AN INTEGRAL PART OF NORTH BETHANY . One look at the map and you will tell you 
that . Our community is North Bethany where we have afterschool activities , sports activities , clubs etc with a lot of other North 
Bethany kids . PLease do not isolate us from our community . Where is the Equity ? the JC Policy PROXIMITY IS NOT ONLY ABOUT 
WALKABILITY . It is also to minimize and optimize the kids spending unnecessary time on the bus .  NORTH BETHANY has only one 
school at a reasonable distance  which is STOLLER . A lot of other schools have many more options .  FIndley is also CLOSER TO 
FIVE OAKS than us . NON-WALKABLE KIDS ARE ALSO BSD KIDS .

02/04/2020 Radha Muddu radha.m@gmail.com Springville K-8

COMMUNITY BONDINGOne of the questions that a committee member asked of us: Define Springville Community. I have 
attempted to this here:1.CULTURAL and ECONOMIC diversity: Our community is highly racially and economic diverse, and we are 
PROUD of this, we CELEBRATE it and we wear it as a BADGE OF HONOR.2.COMMUNITY WELFARE: We have one member who is 
willing to go door-door to get signatures (come rain or freezing temperature) for our petition, though she HAS NO PERSONAL GAIN 
from the outcome of the process – She is just one example, there are scores of volunteers who want to stand up to SOCIAL 
JUSTICE. 3.YOUNG, but STRONG: We may be a newer community, with younger kids, compared to others in the area, but it would 
be a mistake to think that we do not have community spirit. 4.VOLUNTEERING: We volunteer together, not just when it is 
convenient. We make child-care arrangements and SHOW UP when help is needed in a classroom. We PERSEVERE. We SUPPORT 
each other, all the time. We are proud of our community and during this boundary readjustment process, we have only gotten 
stronger than before. WE SHALL OVERCOME.
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02/04/2020 Ranga Kona rangakona@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Map C is not acceptable for Springville neighborhood folks. Springville is integral part of North Bethany.Humane commute for 
kids.Stoller should be the neighborhood middle school for Springville.Please do not isolate Springville and  do not make it an 
island.Regular middle school is fine over SUMMA.

02/04/2020 Nilesh Pande nilzpande@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8
Map C is FLAWED: Springville becomes an island when you take out PCC Rock Creek from it. Since no kids go to PCC rock creek 
Springville is isolated and is forced to go further away making transit times for kids a nightmare.

02/04/2020 Riddhima Pareek riddhimapareek@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Sunset Springville K-8

WASTING TAXPAYER MONEY: Timberland built after spending 61 million dollars will occupy only about 74% of capacity. With 
future growth rate in the area around it will STILL be at max 75%. Isn't that a waste of taxpayers money and underutilizing the 
capacity?

02/04/2020 Preeju Philip preejususan@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAP C does not adequately fill Timberland - OBJECTIVE 1 MAP C is no where close to OBJECTIVE 2 - the utilization is 100% 
permanent Capacity . There were other maps on the table that atleast fullfilled one of the objectives but in the JAN 30th Meeting , 
we heard you saying  "The utilization looks good" . Where? I fail to understand .  The Transportation pitch carried away everybody 
in the direction of COST AND COST ONLY at the Expense of one set of kids marooned away in an island situation.IF YOU KEEP 
SPRINGVILLE , SATO AND JACOB WISMER TOGETHER in STOLLER and Minus SUMMA1. The Equity is same as Map C . Better than 
what is today2. Objective 2 is reached Utilization at 88% in 20213. Objective 1 is also fullfilled . All this will be achieved without 
having to put one set of kids through crazy maximum commute in BSD to Home Middle School .  WHy do we have to look any 
further?

02/04/2020 Vishnu vishnu.chethan15@gmail.com Springville K-8

Dear BSD,Map C is very un fair to springville kids.  Please do not put springville kids under bus and it is farthest to five oaks than any 
other ES in Bethany area schools. Please do not push kids under bus to commute in busy streets across highway 26. I don't 
understand why BSD is Pushing us to Five oaks when there is MS in half the distance of five oaks ? It is very un fair , in humane , 
unsafe and un healthy to kids.Thanks,Vishnu

02/04/2020 Eric X Yang ericxyang2018@gmail.com Springville K-8

Equal Education 1STI'm an immigrant, and when I just came to the US, I saw there are many large parking spot right next to the 
building entrance. Later, I learned those are handicap parking serving for people really need help, and even they are open for the 
most of time, our government want to make sure the help is truly provided to the people is in real needs.  I think this is the 
American spirit, which inspired so many people coming to the states to pursue the equal opportunity and provide help for real 
needs.However, I see we are going to the opposite direction during the recent middle school boundary adjustment at Stoller.  We 
are trying to save space at Stoller and increase the bus transportation time from 15min to 45min for general kids at Springlle, 
while try to keep a gifted student program called Summa. Close proximity is clearly more needed for general students, who need 
more time to spend on learning process. There is absolutely no reason to consider Summa  before all general students living close 
to Stoller can get the basic equal education opportunity.

02/04/2020 David david_lord.7.0@gmail.com Terra Linda Elem

Dear Committee, I'm a parent of two students at Terra Linda, and I'd like to add a comment in support of Terra Linda being 
included in the boundary for Timberland Middle School. Both being geographically closer, and on the same side of US26, 
Timberland provides more flexibility for transportation, allowing our children to walk or bike to school, rather than ride a bus.The 
published transportation analysis shows that Map C, which includes Terra Linda within the Timberland boundary, requires fewer 
children riding the bus, fewer bus routes, and thus significantly lower transportation costs.

02/04/2020 vishnu vishnu.chethan15@gmail.com Springville K-8

Hi,Map C is not right , it doesn;t solve %utilization issue at stroller. also it is affecting other MS by splitting all ES in one or other 
way. Please do not impose summa burden on neighborhood and move it to different school.That will solve %utilization issue at 
stroller.Thanks,Vishnu

02/04/2020 Amrita Mathuriya amrita.mathuria@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Hi. We would like our kids to go to Stoller middle school. It takes really heavy commute on kids part, and difficult after care 
situation for us to go to the Five Oaks middle school. Please consider the situation here for the Springville parents. We don't really 
have money to send our kids to private schools.

02/04/2020 Yagna Jyothy Vemuri yagna.vemuri@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

As a JW parent, I fully support Map C - it meets the district objectives while maximizing walkability and maintaining feeder 
patterns where possible. Here is what I see based on the transportation data in the memorandum sent to Mr. Sparks by Mr. Beaver 
on 01/30/2020:1. TODAY, Route#1 from Springville to Stoller takes 40.6min (11 miles). 2. With Map C, the LONGEST ride time of 
ALL five routes of Springville to Five Oaks is 43.9min (Route#3, 9.7miles)3. With Map C, the LONGEST ride time of all seven Findley 
routes to Timberland is Route#4 at 41.6min (10miles), an increase from the 35.1min Route#1 from Findley to Stoller that is the 
longest ride time TODAY.In light of the heavy discussion on the matter of long ride times for Springville students, I just would like 
to put these numbers in perspective. I urge the committee members to look at the fact that, with Map C, the Springville students 
on the longest route would only be spending 3.3 minutes more on the bus than they are already spending TODAY. That is only 2.3 
minutes more than what Findley students would spend on their longest route to TIMBERLAND with proposed Map C.Springville 
students have a comparable ride time between Stoller and Five Oaks. Springville students have comparable ride time to Five Oaks 
as Findley to Timberland. Please don't discount Map C on account of ride times! Thank you!

02/04/2020 Amy yue0921@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset In terms of the school bus cost and the capacity concerns, map C seemed to be the best option. Therefore I vote for map C
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02/04/2020 Supriya supriya.sethia@gmail.com Stoller MS Westview

Please keep SPV kids in Stoller middle school. If BSD moves SPV kids to FOM then transportation time will take up the opportunity 
for extra activities as well as quality time.Extra activities are very important for kids, which helps them release STRESS and stay 
more FOCUSED and be BRIGHT in academic performance.Other elementary school families of Stoller will still benefit with similar 
transportation time and safety by moving to TM, but SPV will not. Also PLEASE KEEP SUMMA AT STOLLER and TIMBERLAND as 
well. Summa kids are identified for their SPECIAL TALENT and ADVANCED SKILLS and not by lottery. Many families move to BSD 
neighborhoods to get better education for their kids.Its better to invest money in getting more Summa teachers for these talented 
kids, than on their transportation needs. Please Keep this Option in mind for SPV school kids going to STOLLER. BSD please consider 
the boundary change so that it does not disturb the quality time of kids and their families.

02/04/2020 Eman Noble emanzghoul@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

I would like the boundaries for current Cooper Mountain elementary students to remain as is providing my child the opportunity to 
attend Highland Park Middle School and Mountainside High School in the future. I myself attended highland Park many years ago 
and feel our children should also have the opportunity to do so. Thank you

02/04/2020 Shannon McKenzie shannon.mckenzie02@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem
I would like to correct my comment to show that we work, shop, and socialize to the EAST of where we live, not to the west. I 
apologize for any confusion. Thanks!

02/04/2020 Jessica Carrillo Alatorre jesscalatorre@gmail.com Scholls Heights Elem

To whom it may concern, I am a Scholls Heights parent, recent boundary maps show a chance of our school community being 
divided in two middle schools. For the sake of our students,  for our parent community and for our neighborhood community I want 
to strongly express that we want to keep our school a direct feeder into one middle school. Additionally,  the distance to the 
proposed middle school our neighborhood would attend would be greater, impacting use of our local roads, increasing traffic and 
environmental impacts as well as the social, emotional,  and academic impacts on our students. Middle school is a particularly 
formative time in a student's life and they need as much positive,  cohesive support as they can get. The bonds formed with their 
friends and classmates and the network of parent support is important to maintain as they develop into young adulthood.  Creating 
community is a significant portion of a student's and a family's learning and growth process. Dividing that community during such a 
sensitive developmental period could have lasting negative, longe term impacts. Please consider this and support my request to 
keep Scholls Heights as a direct feeder into one local middle school for the sake of my student and our community. Thank you for 
your time and consideration in this matter.

02/04/2020 Brindha Rajagopalan brajagonir@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS

To the advisory committee – THANK YOU!Moving SUMMA to Timberland will not help in solving the problem because in a few 
years from now Stoller will flood again with the growing communities north of Bethany.The request to retain Jacob Wismer 
elementary with Stoller for:1.Its established community since 2001.2.Its vicinity to Stoller.3.Technically no residential expansion 
planning possibility.4.One less thought on transportation for the district and parents, plus the fuel and administration overheads.     
Every child is unique and is equally achieving in various ways.  SUMMA is a rigorous program and challenges students with higher-
order thinking skills.      The request to retain Summa  at Stoller for:1.Well established program at Stoller. It is not only the child's 
passion to academic thinking but also team of teachers working hard to pave them the way to their aspirations.  It takes time, 
thinking and effort by both teachers and students to successfully serve into this program.  UPROOTING THIS PROGRAM needs lot of 
reconsideration.  We should remember it will take another ten years from now to re-establish.2.The district's cost to classroom 
and teacher materials when a new site starts up on this program.3.Being a rigorous program and also considering their middle 
school transitioning sensitivity to development, it is a good consideration not to tax a kid's time owing to transportation when they 
are within the affordable walking distance.Please consider this request at the final decision.

02/04/2020 Sanjoy Sanjoy123@gmail.com
I did not understand why Map C is feeding the most Northern Edge of Springville to Five Oaks?Doesn't it cost $40k more to send 
Springville to Five Oaks than sending Springville to Stoller? The distance is increased from 29.7 miles to 47.3 Miles.

02/04/2020 Christopher J Alatorre cjalatorre@gmail.com Scholls Heights Elem

To whom it may concern, I am a Scholls Heights parent, recent boundary maps show a chance of our school community being 
divided in two middle schools. For the sake of our students,  for our parent community and for our neighborhood community I want 
to strongly express that we want to keep our school a direct feeder into middle school.  Thank you

02/04/2020 Saher Hashimi hashimi.saher@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside
My daughter is currently attending Cooper mountain elementary school. She was not selected for ISB option middle school. I would 
like Copper Mountain school to be on above selected districts. Thank you

02/04/2020 Amy Oldenburg amyoldenburg@yahoo.com Scholls Heights Elem

Hello!  My daughter will be in 6th grade next year at Conestoga Middle School.  I would love for her and  her classmates at Scholls 
Heights to stay together and remain all going to the same middle school.... not splitting them up.  I also would like to recommend 
that the Nancy Ryles students stay together and go to the same middle school as the Scholls Heights students.  If that happened, 
there will be more students that will continue on to Mountainside High together.  It's such a bummer to have to leave all your 
middle school friends!  Thank you!
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02/04/2020 Madhu Rangarajan mrangar@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview ISB

REGARDING SUMMA: On Map C, the Summa option program is maintained in Stoller while Springville, which is located in the 
northernmost neighborhood with only one neighborhood middle school option, is ejected from Stoller and bussed all way the way 
south of 26 to Five Oaks all alone with no other neighboring communities.Here is an alternative: Move the Summa program to Five 
Oaks, along with all of Rock Creek if that community is open to it. With Summa and Rock Creek, Five Oaks will be fundamentally 
transformed with a mix of kids from all the northern schools going there along with Rock Creek, keeping some level of community 
unity.With all the community divisions, and Timberland being located at the wrong place relative to growth, this should be one of 
the options considered.

02/04/2020 kobika kobika_gu@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Today I drove my kids to stoller which only took me 6 minutes. I can't believe how can people suggest to send us to FO. We are so 
close to stoller, only few minutes away from home. If BSD want to save the transportation fee, I can drive my kids without school 
bus.

02/04/2020 Vijay Kadgi vkadgi@Hotmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

I fully support map C since its best of all maps for all BSD schools based on walkability & feeder patterns.For Springville students, 
ride times are almost same for Stoller or Five Oaks. Findley has similar travel times to Timberland.  It important to understand that 
springville students will only be spending 3 mins more than their current bus plan. Some people are incorrectly portraying longer 
times.Map C should be chosen based on this and other arguments for walkability, feeder patterns.

02/04/2020 Vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Mr. Sparks & Committee Members,GIVE SPRINGVILLE KIDS EQUITABLE OPPORTUNITYIf you see Map C Springville area clearly  
separated from rest of the North Bethany community.  All the neighbors(Sato, Jacob Wismer, Rockcreek) goes to Stoller but North 
part of Springville area cherry Picked and proposing to send to 5 oaks.This will disconnect Springville kids from neighborhood 
bonding and also creates unreasonable commute time. I recommend to move SUMMA option program to Timberland or Fiveoaks 
and move Springville to Stoller as per Map A.Kids matter but not the dollars.

02/04/2020 Rajesh Rajprassu1@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

NO LONG COMMUTE FOR SPRINGVILLE KIDS.Please feed Spring bills to Stoller to avoid longer commute time (45 mins one way) 
.Please prioritize Springville (regular school) over Summa (options program) at Stoller.Move entire Rock creek to Five Oaks to avoid 
split.

02/04/2020 Justin Aprilhomestar@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

We recently moved to our house within boundaries of map A specifically for the schools based off of recommendations,  academic 
rank and teacher to student ratio.  My personal opinion even if it doesn't align with others thoughts, is it's a parents responsibility 
to help their kids succeed which in part means setting them up for their best chances academically and socially.  In my opinion this 
means doing the things within our power, which in our case was electing to choose the schools our kids would attend.  Further, 
taking schools into consideration when choosing a home is part of our choice as individuals.  If anything but map A happens then 
we will be looking for new schools which academically rank and meet the needs of our kids.  I don't really care if anyone doesn't 
accept my opinion as we live in a free country.  Not to happy when our declining city takes it upon themselves to affect the families 
who live in the community.  We should have some say and not have these preposterous new boundaries shoved down our throats!!

02/04/2020 Balki Kodarapu balki.kodarapu@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear BSD committee membersI could not join the last advisory committee meeting on January 30th.  I felt bad.  But I was glued to 
video stream the entire time.  The audio was high quality this time.  Helped me focus and understand the proceedings much better.  
It was a great experience not being present right in the middle of a stressful room.  I was able to see the developments from afar 
and make objective assessments.  I want to commend all the advisory members who were reluctant to see a map that was 
different from the previously aligned ones, but entertained the idea anyways in the spirit of diverse perspectives.  I truly 
appreciated every single school representative who offered a balanced, big-picture perspective of the new maps.  I could sense 
relief and compromise from everyone as they were able to yield to the greater good.  I loved how the many advisory members 
warmed up to the idea of a map (C) that was presented out of the blue.  I see everyone wanting to make things work for the 
community.  Let's continue this over the next several months.Thank youBalki

02/04/2020 Audra Pfund audraloseke@hotmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Keep all Cooper mountain students together and make Highland Park the Middle School!

02/04/2020 Christy Bartlett christybartlett7@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

I think it is a good idea to keep the kids together moving from elementary school to middle school, but I wonder how this is going 
to effect the high schools?  The Cooper mountain school area is fairly large, this is where my kids went to school.  I worry that kids 
in the area would then be going to a high school that is further away, or the split amongst the kids would be from middle school to 
high school.  I know there is no perfect solution, but I hope the committee takes into account changing boundaries as little as 
possible, only making changes to help equal out the number of students at each middle school. There were also massive changes 
to the high school boundaries, just a few years ago.  Please don't change the same areas that were just hit.  This will have a big 
impact on the communities surrounding those schools, the students,the clubs, sports and activities that are all effected when these 
changes are made.

02/04/2020 Dong Xi dongxidx@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee members,In regarding to our BSD MS boundary adjustments, please help to finalize a great decision to  - 1) 
successfully resolve the overcrowding issue for stoller with keeping summa program because our kids needs the best learning 
environment and stoller really need the optimal student number to be the best middle school, - 2) maintain the success for utilizing 
all school and avoiding overcrowding in the future well at least for many years.Regards,
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02/04/2020 Patricia Rodriguez patricia.rodriguezj@yahoo.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

Dear Board Members,I currently have two children who attend Cooper Mountain Elementary. We have lived in South Beaverton for 
about a year now and specifically chose the area for the schools. My oldest son will be attending middle school for the 21-22 school 
year, when the changes take effect. I would like for him to continue on to Highland Park middle school with all of his friends. 
Change is hard enough for children this age, I believe it's in their best interest to keep them together. Thank you.

02/04/2020 Tiffany Chidester tiffanychidester@hotmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

Dear Committee, I would like to request that the children from Cooper Mountain Elementary move in entirety  from Cooper 
Mountain Elementary to Highland Park Middle School to allow for the least disruption to our community going through this process.  
As 70 percent of the students go to Highland Park from Cooper Mountain currently, it would only be adding the smaller portion of 
families and would help with continuity of the relationships the students have built and will continue to foster throughout the 
middle school experience and on to Mountainside High School. It makes sense to have all of them together at Highland Park and 
could eliminate the need split Nancy Ryles elementary, as well, since their students that attend Highland Park Middle could move 
over with their classmates attending Conestoga Middle School.  It seems it could benefit both school communities.  Thank you so 
much for your time and energy as you help create the landscape of the Beaverton area middle school boundary.  It is appreciated.

02/04/2020 Karen Locke Windrockk@frontier.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Community and feeder school patterns are very important to me.   I do not feel strongly about elementary school feeding one 
middle school, but middle school to high school is important.   Map C has the advantages of reduced transportation cost and I really 
like Bethany and Springville joining Rock Creek at Five Oaks.   If Rock Creek must leave Stoller, please also bring Bethany and 
another  northern elementary  school to Five Oaks.    Map C also achieves more balanced equity than Map A.  To increase 
population at Timberland I would recommend moving slightly more kids from Findley to Timberland.Map B is my second choice.   
By moving all of Stoller Summa to Timberland (like Map A does ) it bring s Stoller to just slightly over permanent capacity and 
boosts Timberland to the 80% mark.   Also adding walkable Terra Linda to Timberland decreases the Meadowpark numbers.    
Finally students currently in 6th grade should remain at their current middle school.

02/04/2020 Gopinath Trichy gtrichy@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

DON'T ISOLATE SPV. Map C isolates Springville and creates an island in the northern most part of the school boundary. SPV feeding 
to Five Oaks creates a taxing 45min+ commute each way. Its not fair to put 500+ kids through this long commute. Also, Map C 
creates splits in 8 elementary schools which is not acceptable. Please revise MapC with SPV feeding Stoller, whole of Findley 
feeding Timberland and whole of Rockcreek feeding Five Oaks. Summa at Stoller, which is an options program, should be moved to 
Timberland. These revisions to Map C will lead to a more balanced utilization of capacity and will avoid too many elementary 
school splits.

02/04/2020 Jessica Johns jessicalynn@gmail.com Nancy Ryles Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

We are in support of Map A! The other maps disrupt so many families that we know in the murrayhill/cooper Mountain area that 
have already fully immersed themselves into the Highland MS. It would be unfortunate to make those kids switch schools in the 
midst of MS, which is already a turbulent time for preteens.

02/04/2020 Nicole Beckham Nbeckham10@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

In reviewing the working maps, my request is to review Map B with the revision of moving Cooper Mountain back to Highland Park. 
With a projected utilization capacity of only 64% I dont see any reason HP could not accommodate this. I would also like to 
recommend that Chehalem feed into Mountainview due to sheer proximity. This makes more sense compared to Cooper Mountain 
which stretches so much further south.

02/04/2020 Nancy Collett nancy@norwesters.net Cooper Mountain Elem

Early projected maps of the boundary changes show the majority of school boundaries changing on the north end of town.  The 
current maps show significant changes to the south end of town.  Why the big difference? If the goal is to get schools less 
crowded, why do all the maps now show my kids going to more crowded schools (from approx 97% capacity to 99% to 105%!)  This 
feel outrageous to me.  Please consider putting more thought into how the proposed changes will affect students in the southern 
end of Beaverton.  I would live to attend the boundary meeting scheduled for 2/6/20 at Conestoga Middle School, unfortunately it 
conflict with a 4th grade evening concert at my kids' elementary school.  Please don't take us not attending the boundary meeting 
as a lack of interest.

02/04/2020 Prabha chethan krchandraprabha@gmail.com

Dear BSD,Map C is not all good. Its splitting all ES and its affects young minds. Please let kids go together to MS and to HS.Keep 
neighborhood kids together and do not cherry pick kids to feeding stoller. Why is walkability is seen only to Stoller? why not seen 
the same for springville kids ?Its very partial and affecting badly to communities like springville.Thanks,Prabha

02/04/2020 Jennifer Grail moonflower26@hotmail.com Terra Linda Elem I have to work and will not be able to attend the next meeting but fully support option C.

02/04/2020 Chandana chandanak08@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Farthest SPV->stoller travel time=40 minutes; farthest SPV->five oaks=43 minutes. It is extra 6 minutes of commute which is bad; 
but commuting all summa kids on a 30 minute(Jacob wismer)/1 hour(SPV summa) drive instead of 0 bus/40 minute bus drive is 
bad use of taxpayer dollars.

02/04/2020 ragesh puthen rageshp@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Keeping summa at both stoller and timberland is beneficial to kids feeding to both middle schools. Feeding two growing 
population(SPV and sato) to stoller is short-sighted since stoller will be over capacity in a couple of years. BSD has to avoid taking 
short-sighted decisions which has put everyone in this state to begin with.

02/04/2020 chandhni chandhnik08@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset Please keep MAP C with summa in both timberland and stoller.
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02/04/2020 Shagun Trivedi shaguntrivedi@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

Cooper mountain elementary PTO was misinformed in the meeting held on 1/28/20. BSD representative who came to Cooper 
Mountain Board meeting communicated the wrong information about the 3 options available. In reviewing the maps now online, 
the three options are different. As a parent community we were only given 2 weeks to post comments, while communities on 
North of 26 have had months to provide feedback and comments. We should be given more time to reach out to other parents in 
the community so they can voice their opinions. Highland Park offers more challenge to academically stronger student. There are 
inequalities in the level of education provided in Highland park vs Mountain View. My elder child has attended Highland park and 
was graduated with President's award for her entire middle school. I would like to give the same level of education to my second 
child. Keeping all CME students feed into HP middle would be my vote. If we are moved to Mountain View, I would not enroll my 
child in public school anymore thus withdrawing support.

02/04/2020 Nancy Collett nancy@norwesters.net Cooper Mountain Elem

I attended the boundary adjustment meeting last week at Cooper Mountain Elementary.  At that meeting, the presenter from the 
district said they were going to release maps with 3 options for Cooper Mt. students: 1. with all kids going to Highland Park Middle 
school; 2. with all kids going to Mt. View Middle School; and 3. maintaining the split between Highland Park and Mt. View.  
Unfortunately, the maps published don't show the 3rd option.  What happened? Why was this option removed when only the day 
before it was presented as being a viable choice?  Please keep our kids in mind when making changes to boundaries too!

02/04/2020 Devon Paldi Devonpaldi@gmail.com Nancy Ryles Elem

Next year my daughter will be going to Highland Park MS, mixing 5 different elementary schools that will then be split up to 3 
different high schools.  This would be an excellent opportunity to allow all of the kids that go to Nancy Ryles to stay together for 
middle school as well as high school, rather than splitting them up and having them all reunite at Mountainside.

02/04/2020 Vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear AC & Sparks,Springville is an integral part of North bethany community. As you know our neighbors are Sato and Jacob 
wismer.Kids form these school participate and involve in lot of community and after school activities throughout the calendar. 
Please don't separate Springville from our other North Bethany community. Send Springville to the same middle school as Sato 
and/or Jacob Wismer either it is Five oaks or Stoller or any other school

02/04/2020 manish jain Mbinayake@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Westview HS2 SST 

Map C offers solutions for long range planning at Stoller.1. 100% of Jacob Wismer is proximal to Stoller (According to Map C)2. 
Jacob Wismer's Westview feeding  kids have overlap with Sato.3. Jacob Wismer's Sunset feeding kids have overlapping kids from 
walking Findley4. Keeping Summa at Stoller totally is justified, there are enough kids to warrant the need for a SUMMA program. 
Plus, 151 kids out of 233 summa kids are within walking boundary, that's 65% of SUMMA that falls into proximity/accessibility 
zones. We would like for BSD to provide the $$ breakdown in transporting these 151 students. 5. Moving SUMMA out of Stoller is 
equivalent to breaking Jacob Wismer,and its a given that many schools who are currently being asked to let go of Stoller may not 
agree. Many comments mention that Options programs, such as SUMMA, should NEVER take precedence over walkable students. 
However, in Map C they may have not calculated the fact that a staggering 65% of SUMMA kids (151 of 233) at Stoller come from 
surrounding proximal neighborhoods. Taking SUMMA out of Stoller,  would leave behind very few JW kids feeding into Sunset and 
taking a number of SUMMA kids to Timberland, who would eventually be sent to WHS not knowing anyone other than the SUMMA-
WHS counterparts. 6. According to the 2019 summa heat map, ALL 86 summa kids from Jacob Wismer are classified as walkers. 
That's 100% of Jacob Wismer SUMMA that walks to Stoller middle school. Parents of middle schoolers that work, don't start their 
day when MS start.

02/04/2020 Sravani glk.mec@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

# NO TO MAP C1.  It isolates Springville from the Northern Bethany community. 2. It creates Springville Island3. Long commute 
times (45+ min each way) affects kids after school activities and their academic career4. Splitting 8 elementary schools is a non-
starter. Hope Committee is paying attention to how many ES are being split and impact on kids5. Please provide equitable 
commute time and equitable experience to all kids in BSD.

02/04/2020 S Srib467@gmail.com Springville K-8
BSD should not entertain 40min commute for springville kids to five oaks. This is very unreasonable. We are not talking about an 
option program, this is access to comprehensive middle school that every student deserves.

02/04/2020 Anne Lewis ragingbuttercup@gmail.com Whitford MS Mountainside

Hello-I am a little late to the game, as I have a 7th grader and 10th grader and did't think this redistricting would affect us. But 
come to find out, only very recently, that it could impact my middle schooler. It is my hope that all of Cooper Mountain feeds into 
Highland Park MS and thus Mountainside High school. I believe this keeps kids together, fosters a better community, and is less 
disruptive overall. Switching families over to Mountain View/Aloha HS would also have a serious impact on home values. We 
bought our home at the top of Cooper Mountain thinking we would attend Southridge. Now we fall in the Mountainside boundary 
and have enjoyed being a part of building a new high school community. I would hate to start all over at a new high school. I would 
also like my middle schooler to benefit from the same programs and community at Mountainside as my current high 
schooler.Please do what's best to minimize the impact for the kids impacted by the transition and the community at large. Thank 
you for your time.
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02/04/2020 Mansen Wang mansenwang@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Sunset

Map C violates the TWO OBJECTIVES:1) The 2021 permanent utilization at Stoller is 100%, which is definitely above the goal of 
90%;2) The 2021 and 2025 utilizations at Timberland are 74% and 75%, respectively, which are too low.  As you know, a large 
amount of money was spent to build this new school. It needs to be utilized with great extent.  In addition,3) It forces North 
Bethany Springville to Five Oaks at the cost of 1.5 hours of commute each day;4) It isolates Springville as the only island in 
Bethany; and5) Split feeds at least 8 elementary schools.  Map C, for the purpose of what: Student body composition? school 
capacity? feeder pattern? neighborhood proximity. NONE. Walkability privilege and SUMMA option for the 'oldest' and richest 
communities at Bethany? YES. Is this what BSD, a PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT, trying to pursue? Blindly cutting costs and protecting 
the privilege of a certain social class?What is the reality: 1) Bethany is Springville's community. For a decade, we've been active 
contributors to the schools, libraries, churches, charities, civilian organizations at Bethany. If Bethany is not our community, then 
where? 2) Map C ridiculously groups North Bethany Springville with PCC Rock Creek, a nursery and farmlands. Are those areas 
populated with school-age children? 3) Springville has 11% of children with disabilities. It's horrendous to know that BSD 
transportation attempts to punish these children by putting them on a 2-hour commute to school each day.4) Findley, Rock Creek, 
Sato and Jacob Wismer all have residential areas that are closer to Five Oaks than Springville, but will go to Stoller in Map C. Yet, 
again and again, Springville, the most northern part of Bethany, is shoveled to the southern part of BSD across US-26. Why?What 
we demand: ·        Show respect to the two Board Objectives; ·        Discard the outrageous Map C; ·        Keep Springville at Stoller; ·        
Move SUMMA to Timberland (If Findley and JW want it so badly, let them have it!); ·        Populate Timberland with minimal 
disruption to the neighborhood.

02/04/2020 Vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

!!! WALKABILITY IS A PRIVILEGE. NON WALKABILITY IS NOT A CRIME !!!Dear Sparks & AC,As you know BSD phasing out 6-8  grade 
optional school program in Springville community. We did respect the BSD's decision and didn't protest. Now Map C cherry picking 
farther part of North Springville and sending us to 5 oaks school which is not in proximity. But at the same time South part of 
Springville and areas or Rock creek which are closer to 5 oaks are assigned to Stoller.  With Map C we are losing our proximity 
middle school Stoller.In addition to that Springville SUMMA kids have to go to Cedar park Middle school by travelling from NW to 
SW through NE parts of BSD's . This is around 16-17 miles(in car) round trip every day. Please consider Springville kids as humans 
and try minimize their commute times by promoting map A.Don't let optional program like SUMMA in Stoller takes priority than 
regular programs when the North Bethany is facing severe overcrowding issue.!!! WALKABILITY IS A PRIVILEGE. NON WALKABILITY 
IS NOT A CRIME !!!

02/04/2020 Mansen mansenwang@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

In the Jan 30th Meeting, some of the AC members said that they did not get a clear message from Springville on what we want as 
a community. We have spent several weeks now asking /saying the following -1. Springville is an integral part of North Bethany 
community. Our ONLY neighbors are Sato and we together form the North Bethany community2. We are completely opposed to 
long commutes (about 1.5 to 2 hour each day) which will affect our children's well being with not enough time for homework, 
extracurricular activities, family time and adequate sleep. 3. Springville brings diversity to Stoller4. Stoller is our ONLY 
neighborhood MS5. We strongly believe that Neighborhood students should be given more priority than option programs

02/04/2020 Avinash Khurana avinash.khurana@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

Hi, I am really concerned about my son attending Mountain View middle (MVM) school and STRONGLY urge to leave the Cooper 
Mountain Elementary (CME) continue to feed into Highland Park Middle (HPM). My daughter went to HPM school where we built a 
strong community which I want for my son too. In addition, there are not as many after school clubs in MVM, like chess club, 
speech and debate, lego robotics etc. My daughter was enrolled in all those clubs which helped her grow as a well rounded 
balanced student and I would hate for my son to miss out on all those opportunities. Furthermore, the facilities and school building 
of MVM is very old and the test ratings of MVM is very poor compared to HPM, which is a very critical factor. This change in 
boundaries is also going to negatively impact my home value, which I am not very happy about. That is not the reason I moved into 
Copper Mountain neighborhood. Changing the school boundaries will impact the future of my son's education and professional 
future, which I just cannot afford. I sincerely urge you to have CME feed into HPM. Thank you!

02/04/2020 Cresta Barash cresta.amor@gmail.com Scholls Heights Elem

To whom it may concern, I am a Scholls Heights parent, recent boundary maps show a chance of our school community being 
divided in two middle schools. For the sake of our students,  for our parent community and for our neighborhood community I want 
to strongly express that we want to keep our school a direct feeder into middle school.  Thank you

02/04/2020 Jordan Horrocks jordanhorrocks@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

Hello- I have been researching the boundary options and from what I understand it is down to map A or map C and would like to 
give my input.... I am a geography major and this is extremely important to me and our community. We are within the Meadow 
Park boundaries and my concern is regarding the boundaries for that middle school.Map A is more cohesive of neighborhoods north 
and south of Hwy 26, bringing more diversity to the socioeconomic status of Meadow Park. This is good for the students, teachers, 
getting parent involvement and transportation issues.  I would highly favor Map A.Map C isolates the Oak Hills students- they 
would be only Meadow Park students to the attend Sunset High School- Map A does not have that problem.  This would be pretty 
significant for those students socially.  Map C would draw from a lower, less diverse socioeconomic class, bringing other potential 
problems with it (less parent involvement, more behavior problems, etc). Geographically the Oak Hills kids on Map C are 
completely isolated from the rest of the areas within the boundary- it looks bad on a map and I think it would be bad for the 
previously mentioned reasons. Thank you for allowing our input. I know it's probably not an easy decision and there are alot of 
factors... I say Map A. Thanks,Jordan Horrocks
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02/04/2020 Alina Horrocks alina72@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

I have 3 children that attend (or will attend) Oak Hills Elementary and I strongly support Map A rather than Map C for the following 
reasons:1. I am all for the schools having well-blended socioeconomic and racial demographics. However, in map C, the Meadow 
Park student population would have fewer high-performing schools as feeder elementary schools and more Title 1 schools. This 
would likely create an significant imbalance with negative social/behavioral and academic consequences for all children involved. 
Meadow Park would also likely see diminished parental involvement and support for the school because of the unfortunate 
socioeconomic and workplace dynamics that make it more difficult for less-affluent parents to volunteer and become engaged in 
school activities. We need as many parents to be involved as are able!2. Map C would be quite isolating socially for Oak Hills 
Elementary children in the transition between Middle School and High School. Oak Hills children would be the only ones from 
Meadow Park to attend Sunset High School, whereas all the other Sunset students would be coming into high school with most of 
their middle school classmates (including classmates who come from multiple feeder elementary schools). This puts our children 
at a huge disadvantage socially when entering high school.   3. Map A better supports the cohesive neighborhood community 
served by the Oak Hills and Bethany elementary schools. Just looking at the map C, it makes no sense for our Oak Hills children to 
be only ones in our community attending a different school.  Because education and school attendance are powerful unifiers, and 
we want to keep this unity within our community.Please support MAP A.  Thank you.

02/04/2020 Vasu Akkineni vasu.akkineni@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SPRINGVILLE - CLEAR COMMUNITY MESSAGEIn the Jan 30th Meeting, some of the AC members said that they did not get a clear 
message from Springville on what we want as a community. We have spent several weeks now asking /saying the following -1. 
Springville is an integral part of North Bethany community. Springville and Sato together form the North Bethany community.2. All 
our sports, clubs, after school activities and care are in the Bethany area. 3. We are opposed to long commutes which will affect 
our children's well being with not enough time for homework, extracurricular activities, family time and adequate sleep.4. 
Springville brings diversity to Stoller.5. Stoller is the only Middle School at a reasonable distance from Springville Community. 
Springville parents are able to volunteer for that very reason.6. We strongly believe that Neighborhood students should be given 
more priority than option programs.It is UNACCEPTABLE to see Springville isolated in Map C and no one around them except 
Springville being asked to go to Five Oaks. North Bethany is our community and we need to stay there. Some communities cannot 
have it all at the expense of Springville. We all must share the burden.

02/04/2020 Jagadevi Chikkalli jagadevi.chikkalli@gmail.com

SpringVille ES is doing some baseless claim that FO is the farthest.Not even a single kid is in walkable distance to Stoller. 
SpringVille is not in the neighborhood of Stoller.One of the route out of 5 takes 2 minutes extra to FO.Other routes take 13, 12 and 
11 additional minutes to FO.Please note that one of the FINDLAY BUS ROUTE KIDS ARE ALSO SPENDING 41 MINUTES to 
TIMBERLAND.Moving Summa out of Stoller to fit this GIANT SPRINGVILLE ELEPHANT is going to give only TEMPORARY RELIEF to 
Stoller overcrowding.I am sure BSD is not planning for another Middle school boundary adjustments in another 3 or 4 years to solve 
overcrowding at Stoller.I am sure BSD will make sure this is a LONG RANGE planning.

02/04/2020 Beth Moyer Bam122276@aol.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

I am opposed to MAP C pushing Springville to Five Oaks Middle School. First of all, the commute is too far for the Springville 
community. This proposal will have an adverse impact to Springville kids' schedules for commute, afterschool activities, sports 
teams within the North Bethany Community. In addition, during inclement weather, this commute will likely keep our children 
stuck across town. We are part of the North Bethany community. Please DO NOT MAKE SPRINGVILLE AN ISLAND.REGARDING 
IMPROVEMENTS TO MAP C:Here are some issues with Map C:1. Springville Island with adjoining PCC area and farms having no 
children having the longest commutes in BSD without any neighbors2. Stoller is at 100 percent in 2021 and will not have room for 
grandfathering3. Timberland is under filled which is a waste of a $61 million investment.RECOMMENDED CHANGES TO MAP C1. 
Move Summa from Stoller to Timberland. An option program should not be prioritized over neighborhood kids. Summa should be 
deprioritized to keep neighborhood schools together2. Move walkable Findley to Timberland and avoid that elementary school split. 
Yes it goes against walkability, but we cannot move Timberland physically from it's wrong location either.3. Move Springville back 
to Stoller. That avoids another elementary school split and doesn't subject one school to an undue commute burden, and avoids the 
Springville Island.4. Move the split portions of Rock Creek to Five Oaks and avoid that elementary school split as 
well.RESULT:Timberland will be filled, Stoller will be at 90 percent, two elementary splits will be avoided, sunset/westview will 
have a better feeder pattern and Springville children will not be thrown under the bus, all at a minimal overall compromise to 
walkability.REGARDING THE TRANSPORTATION ISSUE--There are areas of Springville just 1.6 miles from Stoller, walkable and 
bikeable to Stoller through the pirate park trails. Map C takes all of them, creates an Island and shoves them down all the way to 
Five Oaks with no neighboring communities at 2x the transportation cost and 3x the distance in some cases, with no time estimate 
on the actual bus routes.Also, do double check the transportation map.  All the adjoining areas of Springville, misleadingly drawn by 
transportation in pink, have ZERO children because it is PCC and farmland. You are literally creating an Island and sending the kids 
from schools who have no members in the Advisory Committee on the longest commute, after removing their K-8 option, and 
moving their summa program even further out on top of that while keeping all things cushy for those who have representation in 
the committee. AND the transportation folks tell us there is no way to get a median and standard deviation on commute time on 
top of that!!!Please be fair and we need to get past the transportation shenanigans back to the top two objectives. Objective 1 is to 
fill Timberland. Objective 2 is to reduce Stoller. BSD needs to figure out how to deal with transportation without giving a raw deal 
to Springville which has the longest commute in the district in Map C. Thank you for considering these comments.
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02/04/2020 Jake Moyer Bam122276@aol.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

On Map C, the Summa option program is maintained in Stoller while Springville, which is located in the northernmost 
neighborhood with only one neighborhood middle school option, is ejected from Stoller and bussed all way the way south of 26 to 
Five Oaks all alone with no other neighboring communities.Here is an alternative: Move the Summa program to Five Oaks, along 
with all of Rock Creek if that community is open to it. With Summa and Rock Creek, Five Oaks will be fundamentally transformed 
with a mix of kids from all the northern schools going there along with Rock Creek, keeping some level of community unity.With all 
the community divisions, and Timberland being located at the wrong place relative to growth, this should be one of the options 
considered.

02/04/2020 Yatin Kulkarni yvkulkarni@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Hello BSD Committee Chair and Advisory Committee, I have been closely following and participating in the middle school boundary 
change. While I believe truly that BSD is trying to make best effort to respect communities opinions, the whole process has been 
quite a roller coaster. Last meeting on January 30 was particularly frustrating as we had quite a reversal of direction from just one 
meeting prior to it on Jan 16.On Jan 16th meeting, the committee was almost unanimous on Maps 8 and 9...except 2 members 
who had different selection. These maps kept both North Bethany schools (Sato and Springville) in Stoller. That made sense as for 
both these schools Stoller is closest and most logical school. Five Oaks is substantial distance out and commute is unreasonable 
and avoidable if Summa is moved to Timberland or Meadows park from Stoller. Summa being in an option program, it makes 
sense to let it go first in favor of keeping about 450 kids closer to their homes.However, on Dec 30, suddenly with Maps A, B and C, 
all of committee chose Map C, which contradicts earlier week's direction. All of sudden Transportation costs are supposed to trump 
everything else. This is unreasonable considering saving transportation cost was never put out by BSD as top priority. The initial call 
was to reduce Stoller population and utilize Timberland better.All in all I strongly believe BSD should step in and reign in the AC 
drifts. There has got to be logic and some direction that needs to be controlled by BSD. By now, there is enough feedback and 
concerns that have been heard by BSD to be able to rule out few changes. I strongly believe, and so does Springville community, 
that pushing Springville to Five Oaks is completely unnecessary and absolutely avoidable.

02/04/2020 Krista Tjossem Kristatjossem@gmail.com Scholls Heights Elem Conestoga MS

When I was growing up, schools were direct feeds into middle and then high school. Kids were kept together and that really 
enhanced life long friendships and community. Map C is the worst option for keeping a community together. All elementary schools 
should be direct feeders into middle schools and those should be direct feeders into high schools. I realize all the details that go 
into boundaries, including income, race, free/reduced lunch, and bus schedules, but separating schools as you have done separates 
community even more so than the other details.

02/04/2020 Lynn lwilde78@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Mountain View MS Mountainside

I want to see all Cooper Mountain students feed into the same middle school. I don't care which one. Keep the feeds clean. I have 
had children walk into middle school not knowing a single person because our elementary is split very unevenly. It's a rough age to 
not have friends. Keep the transition clean.

02/04/2020 Vasu Akkineni vasu.akkineni@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

DIVERSITY - CHERRY PICKINGMap C was presented in the Jan 30 meeting as one that increases diversity and increases the free & 
reduced lunch eligibility at Stoller. Diversity counts but not at the expense of using Springville south students as pawns to break 
them from the rest of Springville and send them to Stoller, just to improve diversity at Stroller. Such cherry picking has also 
happened in other Elementary Schools. If Diversity can be achieved with such sly techniques then we can achieve greater diversity 
in the other 2 maps also.

02/04/2020 Rabia Ishaq rabiarashid@aol.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear committee members. I strongly oppose map C . It's totally unjustified for springville kids . Map C show springville as an island 
. The area next to pcc it's all empty it's a farm land there are no houses. Springville kids are forced to the south side . map C splits 
almost eight schools. And also map c shows more important to walkability and options program like summa.  First preference 
should be given to Neighbor hood schools . Stoller is the only school near to Springville. We can modify map C for best interests for 
everyone. We should move  Findlay walkable into timberland and summa should be moved as well . That will create space for 
springville. Every kids deserve the same . Thanks .

02/04/2020 Lakshmi Chitturi lakshmi.chitturi16@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD & Committee,  on Jan-30th meeting, Transportation team proposed MAP-C had given update on cost savings but we 
didn't hear any analysis/data from the same transportation department on the COMMUTE TIME  and its impact on well being & 
achievement of kids. Can we please have the commute time info also presented for all the maps in the next meeting?MAP-C is not 
acceptable for us as it will INCREASE the COMMUTE TIME to Springville kids  and it ISOLATE them from rest of the North Bethany 
community.  I request you to prioritize discussion on commute time & community than cost savings as we are dealing with kids, 
not Fedex packages.Stroller is the only middle school to springville ES in reasonable commute time while all other ES schools had 
multiple options.Please MOVE SUMMA to TImberland/FiveOaks.
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02/04/2020 RAMA KRISHNA BATCHU batchu.sap@gmail.com Springville K-8

Hello Dear Committee members, As per BSD update which was released on November 14th on Overcrowding solution update. the 
below 5 values has been identified to evaluate the future needs. however we don't see Points 3,4 and 5 has been considered or 
taken care of while showing the MAP-C on Jan 30th Meeting. Kindly refer the below points and link as well.If  you are planning to 
Send Springille to Fiveoaks Middle school which is not fulfilled your below point#3 as most of the kids will be spending time on 
commute only close 1:45 to 2 hours per day, there is no time for them on other social and learning activities.Point 4 is completely 
ignored in MAP-C and Keeping Springville as Island and no peer group with other community.Point 5 also completely ignored in 
MAP-C as the travel take close 1:45 to 2 hours per day.Kindly check these facts and remove MAP-C*****3. Minimizing transitions 
for students eases their learning and social growth so movingstudents from a school would not be optimal4. Enabling students to 
maintain a peer group from elementary to middle to high schoolincreases their comfort and learning5. Minimizing the amount of 
time for student transportation benefits students and reducescost********OVERCROWDING SOLUTIONS UPDATEPOLICY 
ISSUE/SITUATION:Recently, a Overcrowding Solutions Committee was formed to discuss the challenges, analyzefuture projection 
data and to provide broad solutions to consider relief and support for SpringvilleK-8 and Stoller Middle School. Their work has 
demonstrated the collaborative and inclusive spiritin the Beaverton School District and provided the guidance and perspective 
needed to process thissolution.Since receiving the final report, the Superintendent has been working with District staff to clarifythe 
alternatives and their implications. The five values below have been used as guidance of theDistrict's current and future capacity 
needs:1. Student safety is our highest priority2. Providing the best learning environment for all students is our common goal3. 
Minimizing transitions for students eases their learning and social growth so movingstudents from a school would not be optimal4. 
Enabling students to maintain a peer group from elementary to middle to high schoolincreases their comfort and learning5. 
Minimizing the amount of time for student transportation benefits students and 
reducescosthttps://www.oregonlive.com/beaverton/2014/11/stollerspringville_crowding_so.html

02/04/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

PROXIMITY MATTERS FOR KIDS:  Options programs should not be prioritized over neighborhood programs.  Summa can be 
removed from Stoller and moved to Five Oaks or Timberland.  This will increase capacity at Stoller for neighborhood students 
instead of making those students travel far away.

02/04/2020 Swathi eswathi2708@gmail.com Springville K-8

Hello Middle school boundary adjustment committee,As per your Overcrowding solutions update which was released on November-
17-2014, you are clearly indicated Stroller Summa kids will be moving to new middle school as regular studies are more preferred 
compare to optional program is which is SUMMA.WHY ARE WE CHANGING OUR PRIORITIES and IMPACTING REGULAR 
EDUCATION KIDS.As there is no option to add attachment, i have provided oregonlive link and pasting the points from BSD PDF 
document for your quick check.Kindly send Stroller SUMMA Kids to Timberland and give preference to regular education and move 
Springville to Stroller so that kids will have time to spend on learnings, social activities, family time, sports instead of spending 
their 2 hours valuable time on long commute to five 
oaks.https://www.oregonlive.com/beaverton/2014/11/stollerspringville_crowding_so.html2016-2017:Relocate the 6th grade 
Summaprogram to our new middle schoolon the north end.Note: Timing of this transition will beflexible, year-to-year, based on 
theactual growth experienced. Schoolleadership will help determine.The Summa program continues to grow.• Provides consistency 
for all current studentsenrolled in the Summa program at Stoller.• 2012: 239 students vs. current, 325 studentso Summa is 
approximately 25% of thestudent body population, andgrowing.• Transitioning 6th grade Summa to a newlocation would support 
capacity for StollerMS of approximately 100+ students in yearone.• Gradual relocation of Summa to newcampus will have minimal 
transportationimpact (3.5 miles).2017-2018:Add a 6th grade Summa class fromthe Stoller MS area to the newmiddle school on the 
north end.(North MS Summa: 6th & 7thgrades, Stoller MS Summa: 8thgrade)2018-2019:Add a 6th grade Summa class fromthe 
Stoller MS area to the newmiddle school on the north end.(North MS Summa: 6th, 7th & 8th)By 2018-2019, the Summa north 
program will belocated in the new middle school until 2020-2021when the new middle school opens and newboundaries will take 
effect:• This will create capacity at Stoller for futuregrowth until there is a new middle schooland corresponding attendance area.• 
The new middle school will have capacityfor Summa and our three transitioningelementary schools until 2020-2021.• This will 
minimize transitions for studentsas none will be removed from their currentschools and asked to attend another.
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02/04/2020 Alivia Sil alivia2001@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

After attending Jan 30th meetings, here are some questions/concerns for BSD/Committee 1) The main two take away point from 
the meeting was walkability  and no splitting ES to MS. Keeping in line with the two main meeting discussions, In Map C Terra 
Linda, Bonny Slope and Cedar Mills  are not split and the argument was given by a committee member that old communities 
should not split because it impacts kids emotionally. Then in the same Map C how are they splitting old neighborhood Jacob 
Wismer and Findley and  also splitting an old school Findley. How would BSD/committee justify this?2) If walkability is important 
why was Timberland built in the most unwalkable zone of the district? Was transportation cost not taken into account at that 
time?3) Why is BSD giving importance in keeping an option program in over-crowded Stoller vs splitting three elementary school 
districts to reduce overpopulation? 4) There are precedence of bussing kids from neighborhoods who can walk to adjacent schools 
and yet BSD decides to present a map based solely on walkability? Why was the transport cost not submitted before by BSD? 5) 
Transportation cost savings provided in the recent maps are wrong. When the Summa locations are not decided and transportation 
costs of summa kids are not provided, how can we calculate the total cost savings? This is very high percentage in north BSD and 
cannot be ignored 6) In Map C there is lot of importance given to MS to HS feeder patterns, but very little importance given for ES 
to MS feeder patterns (despite the research showing that ES kids are impacted the most 
(https://www.napls.us/site/handlers/filedownload.ashx?moduleinstanceid&#61;4047&amp;dataid&#61;8331&amp;FileName&#6
1;School%20Feeder%20Patterns-%20Overview%20and%20Impacts.pdf). New unnecessary ES splits should never be introduced.A 
request to BSD, please review Map C and address all the unnecessary 8 Elementary school splits. We cannot immediately measure 
the carbon foot print that we are saving for this planet, in the same way we cannot immediately measure the positive outcome or 
negative growth of a kid if they remain united or are split, therefore BSD/committee should lay equal emphasis on both walkability 
and ES to MS no split issue and come up with a balance map that meets both walkability and no split strategy. A hybrid of map A 
and map C would be needed to optimally meet both walkability and ES to MS no split strategy.

02/04/2020 satya yarlagadda satyaprasady@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee,   I request you to prioritize the COMMUTE TIME over walkability, FEEDER PATTERN over transportation $$. 
REGULAR  middle school education over OPTIONAL SUMMA and keeping communities together over splitting schools, communities 
and in the name of transportation costs & walkability.Committee selected MAP-A & B for further fine tuning after long discussion 
and eliminating several maps. why BSD transportation department map (MAP-C) was not present in the first meeting itself if 
transportation cost is the primary objective.

02/04/2020 Andrew Moen andrew11395@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS

Dear Committee members, Thank you for volunteering your time and serving on the committee.  Walkability: I appreciate the 
desire for walkability by certain communities at the north of the district (per public comment in meetings) and the benefits to 
transportation costs but it is just one factor to consider.  Please do not assume this is the preference or priority of the entire 
district.  Not all areas define their community by walkability.  Map C was not a test map and was presented by the District to just 
show walkability impacts.  This was stated multiple times in the January 30th meeting, but now it is being treated like a Test Map.  
Please use Map C as it was intended, to show the Committee how walkability could be applied to help define boundaries for 
specific communities if this is their priority and not to the entire district.My preference and priority for the south of the district is to 
disrupt current feeder patterns as little as possible.  I request the Committee preserve the Cooper Mountain ES to Highland Park MS 
feeder pattern and our community.

02/03/2020 Lori Near lori.near@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem

Dear committee, I would like to express my support of Map C for the following reasons:1. It is the ONLY map that truly addresses 
Walk/Bikeability, offering more BSD students than any other map, a safe, environmentally friendly and healthy route to school. The 
BSD transportation department has been working hard to encourage students to walk/bike safely to school through their 
impeccable work with the Safe Routes to School (SRTS) Program. Per the BSD website: The Beaverton Safe Routes to School 
(SRTS) Program is all about creating safe, convenient, and fun opportunities for youth to walk and roll (bike, scooter, skateboard 
and bus) to and from schools. This is important for the health and safety of our kids and to foster the creation of livable, vibrant 
communities. SRTS programs increase physical activity and improve unsafe walking and bicycling conditions on routes to and from 
school and throughout the community.According to BSD transportation employees: students who live an active and healthy lifestyle 
perform 20% better in school.&#34; Walking and biking to school allows students to achieve this. It also decreases traffic on our 
roads and decreases the carbon emissions around our schools, while keeping transportation costs at as low a level as possible. Less 
funds on transportation means more funds for teachers and students.2. Map C offers a realistic possibility that by 2025, our middle 
schools will be portable free. Map A will still have 4 school at 95% capacity by 2025, while Map C only has 2 at 95% and greater. 
Portables are not safe for students and Mr. Sparks has already made it clear that our district would like eliminate portables from 
all our schools. Map C also helps address the overcrowding at Westview HS by recommending adjustments to the HS feeding 
pattern.Although Map C may still not be perfect, it seems evident that it is a starting point that makes sense. With some 
adjustments, I believe that Map C can and will addresses the concerns our district is facing and is ultimately in the best interests of 
all our students.
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02/04/2020 Ram R rramak@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

We in Oregon take pride in our communities being bike/walk friendly and think of novel ways to reduce our carbon footprint.  I dont 
think this is a belief we have just for hobbies/weekends.  Stoller middle school is surrounded by a HUGE walkable population that 
includes both regular and SUMMA kids from neighborhoods in Sato, Findley and Jacob Wismer elementary schools (as shown in 
Map C).  Having these kids bused to a different middle school (as in Map A/B) in order to accommodate a different community that 
is already taking a bus defies all logic.Walking/biking have several benefits based on many scientific studies. A brisk walk to school 
can help kids get their daily exercise and arrive at school or home, refreshed and energized.  It can encourage independence, road 
sense and also be an opportunity to chat with friends.  Lastly this has a direct impact on the environment and cost when there are 
fewer buses on the road.  Instilling these habits at a very early age in the communities where possible will have long lasting 
effects.Yes I wish every kid had this opportunity to walk or ride to school but some distances will just not allow for that. Please do 
not penalize kids living within walkable distance of schools to be forced onto a bus to go to a different school.  I urge you to 
strongly consider Map C with the entire regular and SUMMA kids at Stoller middle school to move forward - it is the most logical 
and data driven path forward.

02/04/2020 Sid siddappa.attur@gmail.com

Moving SpringVille to Five Oaks,Findley to TimberlandJacob Wismer and Sato at Stollerwill result in 3 thriving schools in northern 
part of BSD.Trying to squeeze in SpringVille will result in Stoller exploding again in 3 to 4 years.I am sure BSD don't want to sit for 
meeting to solve Stoller overcrowding issue in few years.Trying two keep rapidly growing Sato and SpringVille at stoller MAKES NO 
SENSE.MAP C NO BRAINER.
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include in comments please
 
From: Min Pan-Lee <minni_pan@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 12:38 PM
To: Steven Sparks - Exec Admin <Steven_Sparks@beaverton.k12.or.us>
Subject: Question about working maps
 

This is from a Non-BSD Email address: Please only click links and attachments if you are sure they are
safe

Dear Mr. Sparks,
 
I am writing to remind you that the four objectives you set when you started the meetings. When
you look at map C, do you see any of the objectives achieved? I don't. If you do, please explain.
1. 75% of utilization in Timberland is the goal? 2. 100% of Stoller capacity in 2021 was on the
objective? 3. Splitting 8 elementary schools to fill up 75% of Timberland is the accommodation?
4.  Anything done to reconcile splits for elementary and high school feeders? 
 
Well, even let's forget all the objectives above. Look at the Map C, you said you put walk-able
first when you made the map. Where did you put Aloha Huber Park kids when you making the
map? You say "equity" in every meeting. How can two standards appear in the same map? Only
walk-able for Findley and Jaboc kids, good try!!!
 
I know you don't live in the northwest Bethany area. so you don't know PCC and its left is farm
land. In Map C, you created a perfect island for Springville kids. They are the same kids as
Findley and Jacob kids, they don't deserve to be isolated. 
 
Mr. Spark, I know you are still the one who cares about all kids and treat all kids the same. You
didn't and you won't put money in front of kids. Please, please use the same standards/criteria
and consistent objectives to move Map A forward and working it out.  
 
Best regards,
Min Pan-Lee
 








